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By Jim Sterba

Grove Press / Atlantic Monthly Press, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. First Trade
Paper Edition. Language: English . Brand New Book. To Sterba, his beloved s cabin is an enchanted
castle by the sea, and like its fairy-tale prototype, Frankie s place imposes mysterious laws and
rituals, which the aspirant must master before he is deemed an acceptable consort. His prize is,
indeed, a woman of daunting attributes: She was blond, tall, beautiful, smart, famous, and scary. -
The Los Angeles Times Book ReviewA Tracy-Hepburn romance in which a down-to-earth
newspaperman charms a New York sophisticate and brings her down a notch, while she teaches
him a thing or two.Frankie s Place, A Love Story, is a portrait of a place and a marriage. It s about a
sophisticated, blond New York City intellectual who falls for a Michigan farm boy turned foreign
correspondent.Every year after the long Manhattan winter, Frances FitzGerald, author of the
Pulitzer Prize winning Fire in the Lake, heads north to Mount Desert Island to spend the summer
writing. Her simple cottage looks over a cove, part of Somes Sound, which is full of sailboats and
lobster buoys. People come to visit and one year Jim...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilford Metz-- Wilford Metz

It in a of the most popular publication. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is
merely soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Gerardo Rath-- Gerardo Rath
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